DIFFERENT WAYS OF USING THE MASTER ENERGY CARD
1. Just wear the credit-card sized Master Energy Card within your personal energy field or have it within
your peripheral range of vision.
The Master Energy Card is a complex Inner Self Communication energy program that your Inner Self already knows how to use.
There are many energy dysfunctions that happen during your lifetime that happen without your present-time conscious
awareness and many of these problems can be worked back through by your Inner Self automatically when the Master Energy
Card is either within your peripheral range of vision, or within your immediate personal energy field.

2. Just think about/focus on your problems and either look at the Master Energy Card or mentally "link" to
it wherever it is in your personal energy field.
The Master Energy Card can be used by your Inner Self to resolve your energy dysfunctions whenever you have a
thought/sensory "package" in your mind that causes a dysfunction in your energy field. This is automatic, so all you have to do
is really focus on your problems, or the things you want to change and wait for a change in how you feel, or come fully forward if
you are using your sense of balance as an Inner Self Communication System.

3. Positive Programming using Whole Self Response
This is where you focus (using all your senses) on how you would like to be, where you would like to be, how you would like to
look or feel, etc. and if you get a backward response you hold the goal in mind until you get a forward response. In this case
the Inner Self is working on any energy imbalances/beliefs/etc. that are preventing you from being who you would like to be,
doing what you would like to do, or responding to something in a comfortable way.

4. Specific Corrections using Whole Self Response
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You can choose to correct a specific area if you like and use the Master Energy Card for correction. You can check your
response to any person, situation, influence, etc. (past or present) and if you get a backward response you need to look at or
mentally link to the Master Energy Card until you come forward. Then re-check the original person, situation, influence, etc. If
the correction has worked you should come forward. Note: If after a correction you do not come forward when re-checking the
problem, etc. it is usually because :
1. the Inner Self is still processing the information and corrections and you need to allow a bit more time before rechecking, or
2. the Inner Self has already accessed another layer of the problem and you will need to do another correction for that
layer. All chronic problems are multi-layered and will need to be worked back through over a time period. Just
remember
that all you need to do when an energy dysfunction becomes apparent is work through it with the Master Energy Card. Ask
questions of your Inner Self using a Forward = YES, Middle = MAYBE, Back = NO in unusual or difficult circumstances.

5. Using the Master Energy Card with Kinesiology
The Master Energy Card can be used in any form of Kinesiology to make a correction rather than using a specific correction for
each technique. The Master Energy Card is an extremely flexible Inner Self information and energy correction program that is
capable of correcting complex energy dysfunctions on a wide range of levels. Every correction done by your Inner Self using
the Master Energy Card will be different, even though you use the same process from your present-time conscious point of
view.
1. Find a priority area / technique to work on using your normal Kinesiology process.
2. Go through the normal process to show that there is an energy dysfunction / problem.
3. Get the person to look at the Master Energy Card for the appropriate amount of time. You can use your normal
Kinesiology process to check for the amount of time required.
Note: If the person being corrected understands the area being worked on or the nature of the problem, get them to focus
on it while they look at the Master Energy Card. If it is an area that they don't understand consciously, just accept that when
they look at the Master Energy Card the communication is to their Inner Self which understands your intentions.
4. Go through the normal process again to show that the previous problem/energy dysfunction has now been corrected.
5. Repeat No. 1 - 4 until your Inner Self indicates no further work is required at that time.
DISCLAIMER
Inner Self Energy products are designed to work with your Inner Self to correct energy imbalances and promote self-development. They are not
meant to take the place of appropriate medical care. If you have a medical condition, please consult a medical practitioner.
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